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QUESTION 1

You are preparing to train a regression model via automated machine learning. The data available to you has features
with missing values, as well as categorical features with little discrete values. 

You want to make sure that automated machine learning is configured as follows: 

missing values must be automatically imputed. 

categorical features must be encoded as part of the training task. 

Which of the following actions should you take? 

A. You should make use of the featurization parameter with the \\'auto\\' value pair. 

B. You should make use of the featurization parameter with the \\'off\\' value pair. 

C. You should make use of the featurization parameter with the \\'on\\' value pair. 

D. You should make use of the featurization parameter with the \\'FeaturizationConfig\\' value pair. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

Featurization str or FeaturizationConfig 

Values: \\'auto\\' / \\'off\\' / FeaturizationConfig 

Indicator for whether featurization step should be done automatically or not, or whether customized featurization should
be used. 

Column type is automatically detected. Based on the detected column type preprocessing/featurization is done as
follows: 

Categorical: Target encoding, one hot encoding, drop high cardinality categories, impute missing values. 

Numeric: Impute missing values, cluster distance, weight of evidence. 

DateTime: Several features such as day, seconds, minutes, hours etc. 

Text: Bag of words, pre-trained Word embedding, text target encoding. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-train-automl-client/azureml.train.automl.automlconfig.automlconfig 

 

QUESTION 2

You use the Azure Machine Learning designer to create and run a training pipeline. You then create a real-time
inference pipeline. 

You must deploy the real-time inference pipeline as a web service. 
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What must you do before you deploy the real-time inference pipeline? 

A. Run the real-time inference pipeline. 

B. Create a batch inference pipeline. 

C. Clone the training pipeline. 

D. Create an Azure Machine Learning compute cluster. 

Correct Answer: D 

You need to create an inferencing cluster. 

Deploy the real-time endpoint 

After your AKS service has finished provisioning, return to the real-time inferencing pipeline to complete deployment. 

1. 

Select Deploy above the canvas. 

2. 

Select Deploy new real-time endpoint. 

3. 

Select the AKS cluster you created. 

4. 

Select Deploy. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/tutorial-designer-automobile-price-deploy 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You create an Azure Machine Learning service datastore in a workspace. The datastore contains the following files: 

1.

 /data/2018/Q1.csv 

2.

 /data/2018/Q2.csv 
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3.

 /data/2018/Q3.csv 

4.

 /data/2018/Q4.csv 

5.

 /data/2019/Q1.csv 

All files store data in the following format: 

id,f1,f2,I 1,1,2,0 2,1,1,1 3,2,1,0 4,2,2,1 

You run the following code: 

You need to create a dataset named training_data and load the data from all files into a single data frame by using the
following code: 

Solution: Run the following code: 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Use two file paths. 

Use Dataset.Tabular_from_delimeted, instead of Dataset.File.from_files as the data isn\\'t cleansed. 

Note: 

A FileDataset references single or multiple files in your datastores or public URLs. If your data is already cleansed, and
ready to use in training experiments, you can download or mount the files to your compute as a FileDataset object. 
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A TabularDataset represents data in a tabular format by parsing the provided file or list of files. This provides you with
the ability to materialize the data into a pandas or Spark DataFrame so you can work with familiar data preparation and 

training libraries without having to leave your notebook. You can create a TabularDataset object from .csv, .tsv,
.parquet, .jsonl files, and from SQL query results. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-create-register-datasets 

 

QUESTION 4

You create an Azure Machine Learning workspace. You are preparing a local Python environment on a laptop
computer. You want to use the laptop to connect to the workspace and run experiments. You create the following
config.json file. 

You must use the Azure Machine Learning SDK to interact with data and experiments in the workspace. You need to
configure the config.json file to connect to the workspace from the Python environment. 

Which two additional parameters must you add to the config.json file in order to connect to the workspace? Each correct
answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. login 

B. resource_group 

C. subscription_id 

D. key 

E. region 

Correct Answer: BC 

To use the same workspace in multiple environments, create a JSON configuration file. The configuration file saves
your subscription (subscription_id), resource (resource_group), and workspace name so that it can be easily loaded. 

The following sample shows how to create a workspace. 

from azureml.core import Workspace 

ws = Workspace.create(name=\\'myworkspace\\', 

subscription_id=\\'\\', 

resource_group=\\'myresourcegroup\\', 
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create_resource_group=True, 

location=\\'eastus2\\' 

) 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-core/azureml.core.workspace.workspace 

 

QUESTION 5

You make use of Azure Machine Learning Studio to develop a linear regression model. You perform an experiment to
assess various algorithms. Which of the following is an algorithm that reduces the variances between actual and
predicted values? 

A. Fast Forest Quantile Regression 

B. Poisson Regression 

C. Boosted Decision Tree Regression 

D. Linear Regression 

Correct Answer: C 

 

Mean absolute error (MAE) measures how close the predictions are to the actual outcomes; thus, a lower score is
better. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/algorithm-module-reference/boosted-decision-tree-
regression https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio-module-reference/evaluate-model
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio-module-reference/linear-regression 
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